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Introduction 
The LinkedIn Recruiter System Connect (RSC) integration with Jobvite ATS is a powerful tool to help 

Recruiters use the information found in both systems to expedite the process of identifying key talent 

for your company’s hiring needs. 

 
In addition to long-standing features of LinkedIn RSC, such as 1-Click Export, we are rolling out two 

additional much-requested features that are designed to help you identify and source the right 

candidates for your open requisitions. 

 

• LinkedIn Recommended Matches within Jobvite ATS allows you access to the best 

candidates for a posted job/requisition, even if they have not actively applied to it. You can 

reach out to the matches you think are a good fit and save them to existing requisitions or 

send an application link directly through LinkedIn InMail – all without leaving Jobvite. 

 
• LinkedIn Unified Search within Jobvite ATS candidate search pages provides you the 

capability to search and view candidates within the ATS database and from LinkedIn 

members in a single widget. You can search for the candidates by using multiple keywords. 

You can identify the good fit profiles and save them to existing requisitions or send 

application links directly through LinkedIn InMail – all without leaving Jobvite. 

 
Note: Recommended Matches and Unified Search are currently in Early Access only for Jobvite 

ATS customers that have the LinkedIn RSC integration. We will announce the General Availability 

of these additional features as soon as all customers have access. 

 

 

Prerequisites for Using LinkedIn RSC 
The following are prerequisites for using LinkedIn RSC: 

• Recruiter System Connect needs to be set up for your company (for additional information 
about setting up LI Recruiter System Connect, please see: Configuring LinkedIn Recruiter 
System Connect 

• Only LinkedIn members with Recruiter access will be able to view the functional widgets, 
and you must connect your Jobvite User Account with your LinkedIn Recruiter account (see 
below) 

 
 

Connecting Jobvite User Account to LinkedIn Recruiter 
Note: This configuration is required for all RSC integrations, except for LinkedIn Enhanced Profile. 

 
Once LinkedIn RSC is enabled in your environment by a Jobvite administrator, to streamline 

sourcing and management of candidates from both systems, connect your individual Jobvite user 

account to your LinkedIn Recruiter account, starting from the Jobvite UI. 

 

To connect your accounts: 

1. In Jobvite, click your initials/icon > My Account 
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2. In the left menu, click Authorized Apps. 

3. In the Integrations section, next to LinkedIn, click Connect and complete the sign-in 
information requested in the resulting popup (modal) 
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LinkedIn RSC Features 

Viewing Enhanced LinkedIn Member Profiles in Jobvite 
The LinkedIn Enhanced Profile integration allows users to view LinkedIn member's profile in 

Jobvite. In Jobvite, LinkedIn member's profile is displayed for contact and candidate records. 

Once a contact or a candidate is created in Jobvite (e.g., manually or via an API), Jobvite attempts 

to match the person with a LinkedIn member using first name, last name, and email address. If 

email address is not provided, and more than one LinkedIn member is found with the same 

name, the profile widget displays all matched members and allows you to choose the right 

person. The sync may take up to 15 minutes. 

 
Note: This integration was previously known as LinkedIn Cross System Awareness (CSA). 

However, unlike CSA, it allows all Jobvite users (users who do not have a LinkedIn Recruiter 

license) to view the summary of LinkedIn member's profile in Jobvite as long as they have 

access to the contact or candidate profiles in Jobvite. 

 
The following table outlines LinkedIn member's profile information that is displayed to Jobvite 

users within the enhanced profile widget based on their LinkedIn license type: 

 
Enhanced Profile Widget LinkedIn License 

No Seat / Dashboard Manager /Hiring Manager Full LI Recruiter 

Profile picture Only if member's profile is public X 

Posts and activity Only if member's profile is public X 

Recruiter quick access buttons Only if member's profile is public X 

Summary Only if member's profile is public X 

Team activities Only if member's profile is public X 

Experience Only if member's profile is public X 

Education Only if member's profile is public X 

Skills and expertise Only if member's profile is public X 

Recommendations Only if member's profile is public X 

 
If you have a LinkedIn Recruiter license, in Jobvite contact or candidate record, click the Get 

Access button and log in to LinkedIn Recruiter to view member's full profile. 
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Creating Contacts from LinkedIn Recruiter 
As you identify new talent on LinkedIn, you can export LinkedIn member's profile to create a new 

contact account in Jobvite using the 1-Click Export integration with LinkedIn. 
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A Jobvite contact is created with the following information from LinkedIn: 

 
Jobvite Contact Field Value Comments 

Name First Name and Last Name from 

LinkedIn Profile 

 

Current Company and 

Title 

From LinkedIn Profile  

Social Network (LinkedIn 

Profile) 

LinkedIn member's public profile  

Source Job Board LinkedIn_1ClickExport Defaulted value 

Contact Status New Defaulted value 

Assigned to Name of the person who exported 

LinkedIn profile 

The person who exports the profile must have an 

account in Jobvite. If the person does not have an 

account in Jobvite, then the contact record is not 

created. 

LinkedIn RSC 

Requisition Selected 

Requisition name and Jobvite Job ID for 

the requisition selected within LinkedIn 

This is an Engage custom field that is auto-created 

by Jobvite when 1-Click Export integration is ena- 

bled by Jobvite admin. The field is only displayed 

for users with the Engage User role. 

 
The created record does not include member's phone number or email address as LinkedIn 

does not allow exporting contact information without person's consent. 

 
You can add the contact information manually or use the Consented InMails integration with 

LinkedIn to obtain the contact information. 

 

Once a contact is created in Jobvite, the requisition title and number are listed in the LinkedIn 

RSC Requisition Selected custom field. 

 
Note: At this time, only users with the Engage User role can view the LinkedIn RSC Requisition 

Selected Engage (aka Jobvite CRM) custom field. 

 
The contact record is not associated with the selected requisition and no candidate record is created 

as there is no contact information. If desired, you can manually create a candidate record using the 

Add to Requisition button. 

 
If you have both Jobvite ATS and Jobvite CRM (Engage), the contact record is created in the 

Pipeline tab. If you have Jobvite ATS only, the contact record is created in the Contacts tab. 

To export a candidate from LinkedIn using the 1-Click Export integration: 

1. In your LinkedIn Recruiter account, search for a requisition by job title or job ID. 

 
Note: For a requisition to appear in search results in LinkedIn Recruiter, the requisition must 

be in the Open state, have Posting Type set to Everyone (External) and the Make 

available in LinkedIn 1-Click Export checkbox must be selected. 

 
2. Click the Export button to create a contact in Jobvite. If the Export button is not 

present, it means that the member's Profile Visibility Off LinkedIn is turned off in the 

member’s LinkedIn Profile > Privacy settings. 
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Creating Contacts and Candidates from Consented InMails 
Build a pipeline of talent in Jobvite from your LinkedIn connections using the Consented InMails 

integration with LinkedIn. 
 

 
When you send an InMail to a member, the member is prompted to share their contact information. 

They can choose what information (email address, phone number, or both) they want to share. 
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If the member shares their contact information, a contact and a candidate record is created in 

Jobvite. The candidate record is tied to a General Application. 

 
Note: A candidate record is created only if the General Application is enabled in your Jobvite 

instance. For instructions on how to enable the General Application, refer to the Prerequisites 

section of the LinkedIn RSC Setup Guide. 
 

If a contact already exists in Jobvite, the existing record is updated with the shared contact 
information and no new record is created. 

 

A contact or candidate record is created with the following data from LinkedIn member's profile: 

 
LinkedIn Value Sent Jobvite Contact Field Jobvite Candidate Field Comments 

First Name Name First Name  

Last Name Last name  

Phone Number Cell Phone Cell Phone If provided by the job seeker 

Company Current Company Company  

Title Current Title Title  

Email Email Email  

Seat Assigned To N/A LinkedIn Recruiter user who sent 

the InMail 

Source Job Board: LinkedIn_InMail- 

ShareInfo 

LinkedIn_InMailShareInfo The value is set by Jobvite and is 

not sent by LinkedIn. 

Location Address Comments  

 

To create a contact and candidate records in Jobvite using the Consented InMails integration 

with LinkedIn: 

 
1. In your LinkedIn Recruiter Account, in member's profile, send a message to the member 

using the Send InMail button. 

2. When the member receives the message, and chooses to share their contact 

information, a candidate and contact profiles are automatically created in Jobvite. 
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Note: It may take up to 15 minutes before the sync is complete and the data appears in Jobvite. 

 

 
Syncing LinkedIn InMails 
The LinkedIn InMails integration allows users to see LinkedIn Recruiter InMails within Jobvite. When 

an InMail is sent to a LinkedIn member, it may take up to 15 minutes for the message to appear in 

Jobvite's candidate profile > the Feed section. 

 

 
Jobvite syncs only InMails created after the LinkedIn RSC integration has been enabled. No 

historical data is synced. 

 

Syncing LinkedIn Notes 
The LinkedIn InNotes integration allows users to see LinkedIn Recruiter InNotes within Jobvite. 

 
When a note is posted in LinkedIn recruiter, it may take up to 15 minutes for the note to appear in 

Jobvite's candidate profile > the Feed section. 
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Jobvite syncs only InNotes created after the LinkedIn RSC integration has been enabled. No 

historical data is synced. 

 

In-ATS Indicator 
The In-ATS integration allows you to gain useful context about candidates inside LinkedIn Recruit- 

er. The integration syncs candidate's application workflow steps (including custom candidate work- 

flow steps) and notes from Jobvite to LinkedIn Recruiter. 

 
Note: Jobvite does not send interview feedback to LinkedIn. 

 

 

In LinkedIn Recruiter, Jobvite workflow steps appear in the In-ATS section > Job and 

Statuses. 
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In LinkedIn Recruiter, Jobvite notes appear in the In-ATS section > Notes. 
 
 

 
Jobvite only syncs data created after the LinkedIn RSC integration has been enabled. No 

historical data is synced. 

 
Depending on how your administrator configured the In-ATS integration, application statuses 

(workflow steps) may only be sent to LinkedIn Recruiter if a job seeker provided their consent when 

applying via your Career Web Site. 
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Identifying Recommended Matches for Requisitions 
This section describes how you can identify Recommended Matches for your requisitions. 

 
Note: Recommended Matches is currently in Early Access release only. We will notify all customers 

when this feature is Generally Available. 

 

Start by navigating to the Requisitions list page and open a particular requisition for which you 

would like to view the Recommended Matches. You will be able to view the LinkedIn 

Recommendations tab in the requisition record, as shown below: 

 

 
When clicking the LinkedIn Recommendations tab, you will be able to launch the LinkedIn Widget 

to view the recommendations for the specific job. Initially, the widget will provide an option to Sign in 

to your Recruiter account to view the recommendations, as shown below: 
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Note: You need to sign in with a Recruiter login for which the RSC sync contract is set up to allow 

LinkedIn Recommended Matches and Unified Search to work. 

 
Upon successful sign in, the recommended profiles will be shown based on the requisition. The 

recommendations provided by LinkedIn are based on various parameters provided by the recruiter in 

the requisition record, such as job Title, job Location (or country code + postal code), Description, 

Company, Employment Status, Categories, and Skill Description. The more information your 

requisition has in terms of the above parameters, the better recommendations you’ll receive. The 

minimum parameters required for the recommendations to be shown are job Title and job 

Location. 

 

Following is a sample recommendation for a posted requisition: 
 

 

 
Note: A newly created requisition takes 15 mins to sync up for the recommendations to be shown. If 

you try to access the recommendations before 15 mins, you will get the following message: 
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You will have the following options (selections) for every profile that are shown as recommendations: 

 
• Not Interested 

• Save to Job 

• Save and (Send) InMail 

 
 

Not Interested 
You can click Not Interested when you think the profile shown is not a good fit for the associated 

requisition and you would like to move on to view the next recommendation. Clicking Not Interested 

dismisses the profile shown and brings up the next recommended profile. You will not be able to 

view the same profile again as a recommendation for this specific job. Instead, you will be shown a 

message that the profile has been dismissed, as shown below. 
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Save to Job 
You can click Save to Job to export the profile details to the ATS. This option works similarly to the 

1-Click Export functionality of Recruiter System Connect. By clicking Save to Job, you will be able to 

save the profile shown to the list of Contacts within Jobvite. Following is an example of a contact 

record created through Recommended Matches: 

 

 

 

Again, similar to the 1-Click Export integration of RSC, the contact will be created with all basic 

LinkedIn Profile information including First Name, Last Name, Address, Current Company, Current 

Title, LinkedIn Profile, LinkedIn profile View. You can also notice that the source of contact 

information is also captured as Jobboard LinkedIn_1click Export. However, as per the privacy 

settings of LinkedIn, the member’s contact phone number and email address will not be exported to 

the contact record; instead, these fields will be shown as blank. 

 

You can reach out to the Members through InMail to collect their consent to apply and share contact 

details. The contact details form looks like what is shown below for the LinkedIn Members who 

receive the InMail: 
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Send InMail 
You can click on the Save and InMail option to perform both exporting the profile to the ATS and 

opening the InMail widget to send InMail to the LinkedIn profile shown as a recommendation. This 

action performs similar activity as Save to Job in the background, while opening the InMail pane as 

shown below: 

 

 
The InMail widget provides all similar functionalities as InMail directly from LinkedIn. You will be able 

to view the InMail credit requirement, InMail credits available, choose a predefined template, and so 

on. If you wish to not send InMail after reaching this pane, you can simply click on the X (close) 

option on the top right. 

 

 
Note: When a LinkedIn member chooses to not share their info in their privacy settings (similar to 

1CE), the Save to Job option will be greyed out. You will not be able to perform profile export to 

contacts. However, you can still perform InMail functionality to request the LinkedIn member’s 

consent to capture their information and for applying to a specific job requisition, only if member 

consents would the contact info be exported into the ATS system. 
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Identifying Right Candidates through Unified Search 
This section describes how you can identify right profiles for your organization through Unified 

Search. 

 
Note: Unified Search is currently in Early Access release only. We will notify all customers when this 

feature is Generally Available. 

 
Unified Search allows you to initiate a search using various search parameters to source desirable 

candidate profiles from Jobvite and LinkedIn Members. Search parameters include the following: 

 
• Location - A list of location strings where candidates are based. The location would match 

the Member's profile location, and not any of a candidate’s interested locations 

• Keyword - General search facet to query across all candidate fields 

• Job Title - Title a candidate currently works under e.g., “Chief Marketing Officer” 

• In ATS - Filter results for candidates that are currently in the ATS 

• Open to New Opportunities - Filter results to only show candidates that are open to new 
opportunities. 

 
Start by navigating to the Candidates list page and open the search dropdown where you will be 

able to view LinkedIn as an option along with the current search options of Applications and 

Profiles, as shown below: 

 
 

 

 
Upon selecting the LinkedIn search option, the Unified Search widget will present a Sign in option, 

as shown below: 
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You should sign in with a Recruiter account that is on a live RSC contract. Once you are signed in, 

you will be shown a contract selection pane if you have multiple contracts. You should select a 

contract where the RSC is set up. 

 

 

 
If you have already signed into the right Recruiter account and right contract, you will be presented 

with the Unified Search widget, as shown below: 
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Upon launch, the widget will not show any results. You should provide search parameters as per 

your requirements to be able to view associated candidate profiles. For example, if you are looking 

to recruit Product Managers in the San Francisco Bay Area, the following is a sample set of results 

using the Unified Search widget: 
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You can perform the following actions from the search results: 

• Full profile view 

• InMail (Profile) 

• Save to Job 

 
 

Full Profile View 
By clicking on a name hyperlink in the profile shown in the search results, you will be able to view 

the entire LinkedIn Profile of the Member shown. You will also be able to perform other action items 

(InMail and Save to Job) from Full Profile View itself. 

 

 

 
InMail 
You can click on the InMail option to perform both exporting the profile to the ATS and opening the 

InMail widget to send InMail to the LinkedIn profile shown in the search results. This action performs 

similar activity as Save to Job in the background, while opening the InMail pane as shown below: 
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The InMail widget provides all similar functionalities of InMail directly from LinkedIn. You will be able 

to view the InMail credit requirement, InMail credits available, choose a predefined template, and so 

on. If you wish to not send InMail after reaching this pane, you can simply click on the X (close) 

option on the top right. 

 

 
Save to Job 
You can click on Save to Job to export the profile details to the ATS. This option works similarly to 

the 1-Click Export functionality of Recruiter System Connect and Recommended Matches Widget. 

By clicking Save to Job, you will be able to save the profile shown to the Contacts list within 

Jobvite. After clicking Save to Job, another window will pop up to select a job to which you would 

like to map the profile shown, as per the image below: 
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You can select the correct job and click on the Export option to save the profile to the job. Following 

is an example of a contact created through Unified Search widget’s Save to Job functionality: 
 

 
Similar to the functionality in the 1-Click Export and Recommended Matches integration of RSC, 

the contact will be created with all basic LinkedIn Profile information including First Name, Last 

Name, Address, Current Company, Current Title, LinkedIn Profile, and LinkedIn profile View. You 

can also notice that the source of contact information is also captured as Jobboard LinkedIn_1click 

Export. However, as per the privacy settings of LinkedIn, the member’s contact phone number and 

email address will not be exported to the contact record; instead, these fields will be shown as blank. 

 

You can reach out to the members through InMail to collect their consent to apply and share contact 

details. The contact details form looks like the screen shot below for the LinkedIn members who 

receive the InMail: 
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Open to Work – Filter 
You can use the Open to Work filter to view the profiles that have provided the spotlight Open to 

Work in their profiles. This increases the chances of getting higher responses from the requests sent 

to profiles to apply for a Job Requisition. 

 

Only Candidates in my ATS 
You can use this filter to view the profiles that are in your ATS based on the filters mentioned in the 

Unified Search Widget. You can then reach out to those candidates through InMail to identify their 

interest in applying for a job. When you try to perform Save to Job for a profile that already exists in 

your ATS, the latest information from LinkedIn will be updated in your ATS version of the profile. 

 

Enabling LinkedIn Recommended Matches and Unified 

Search  
 
This section describes how you can enable LinkedIn Recommended Matches and LinkedIn Unified 
Search capabilities.  

 
You can follow the below steps to enable the Recommended Matches and Unified Search:  

 
1. Log in to LinkedIn Recruiter as an administrator 

2. In the same browser window, open a new browser tab and log in to Jobvite as an administrator 

3. In Jobvite, navigate to More > Admin > Integrations 

4. In the LinkedIn section, click the View LinkedIn link 

5. Click the Configure LinkedIn Integrations button 
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Note: If you skipped the first step (above) and did not log in to LinkedIn Recruiter as an 

administrator, you are prompted to log in now. You must log in as an administrator, or an error 
message appears. If you received an error, log out of any/all LinkedIn accounts you have open and 
restart the process to log into your LinkedIn Recruiter Admin account. 
 

6. If you have more than one contact with LinkedIn, select the contract you wish to use with 

the integration and click Continue. 

 
Please note you need to select the contract for which an Active RSC is setup.  

 

 
 

7. Next to the Recruiter System Connect (RSC), you will be able to notice a checkbox to 

enable Recommended Matches. You can check the option if you want to enable 

Recommended Matches for your account.  

8. Next to the Recruiter System Connect (RSC), you will be able to notice a checkbox to 

enable Unified Search. You can check the option if you want to enable Unified Search for 

your account.  

9. Please note it may take up to 5 mins for the setting to reflect in Jobvite ATS and you will be 

able to start using Recommended Matches and Unified Search capabilities after this period.  

10. Please note that if you are making multiple changes in the ‘Configure LinkedIn Integrations’ 

Widget, you need to wait for the widget to refresh after making each of the changes.  

 
 


